Introduction to Milling Tools
and their Application
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The variety of cutting tools available for modern CNC milling centers makes it imperative
for machine operators to be familiar with different types of milling cutters and how they are
applied to everyday milling processes.
This course curriculum contains 16-hours of material for instructors to get their students
ready to identify different types of milling cutters and their uses.
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Introduction
Milling produces 3-dimensional shapes with a rotating multi-edge cutting tool. The cutting tool
can be programmed to move against a fixed workpiece in almost any direction. Milling tools
remove material by their movement in the machine and from their shape.

Audience
This class is intended for entry-level milling operators and students in a milling operator training
program who have a basic understanding of milling machines and their operation. This lesson is
also useful to anyone interested in the metalworking industry who wants to gain knowledge
about material removal in CNC machining.

Purpose
Learn how to visually identify the types of cutting tools most commonly used in CNC milling
operations and how those tools are used in everyday milling processes. Students are introduced
to tools for milling and hole making operations, and common tool holder configurations.
Students finish with an introduction to the concepts of spindle speeds and feed rates.

Lesson Objectives
At the end of this lesson, you will know how to:









Identify common types of tools for milling
Identify common types of tools for drilling and threading
Identify basic tool holders for milling
Identify the main groups of cutting tool materials and coatings
Understand the applications for common milling tools
Understand the difference between cut speed and feed rate
Understand the difference between Revolutions Per Minute (RPM) and Surface Feet per
Minute (SPM)
Understand the difference between Inches per Minute (IPM) and Inches per Tooth (IPT)
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Anatomy of a Milling Tool
Milling is done using a cylindrical milling tool mounted in a milling tool holder that is then
mounted in the tool spindle on the machine.

End Mills
End mills are the most common milling cutters. End mills are available in a wide variety of
lengths, diameters, and types.
A square end mill is used for most general milling applications. It produces a sharp edge at the
bottom of pockets and slots.
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End mills can be center cutting and non-center cutting. As their name implies, center cutting
end mills have cutting edges on both the end face of the cutter and the sides. Center cutting
end mills are essential for plunge milling.

Non-center cutting end mills have cutting edges only on the sides and are used only for side
milling. These tools are identified by a small hole at the center.

Roughing end mills have serrations in the teeth to quickly remove large amounts of material
without creating vibration. The serrations produce many small chips and a rough finish.
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Ball end mills produce a radius at the bottom of pockets and slots. Ball end mills are used for
contour milling, shallow slotting, contour milling and pocketing applications.

Flutes
Spiral-shaped cutting edges are cut into the side of the end mill to provide a path for chips to
escape when an end mill is down in a slot or a pocket.
The most common options are 2, 3, or 4 flutes. The more flutes, the more cutting edges but the
narrower the channel for chip evacuation.

An important consideration when choosing the number of flutes is called “chip load”.
“Chip load” is a measurement of the thickness of material removed by each cutting edge during
a cut.

The number of flutes you choose depends on the material you want to cut and the capabilities
of your machine.
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